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Tennis Skittles
Using the items from your house, create an
arrow formation a few metres away from
your starting position. Practice striking the
the ball with a racket to aim and hit one or
more of the targets. How many hits can you
get in 1 minute? Record your score and
repeat the challenge to see if you can beat it.
Make this game into a challenge against
someone else in your home. Who can get the
most successful hits while striking towards
the target? Make it harder by standing further
away or having less items to hit.
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Tennis Hockey – Place 5 items from your house in a
straight line to create a slalom course. Using your
racket/soft ball from Activity 1, move in and out of the
items keeping the ball controlled on the floor with your
racket. Keep your grip strong and wrist firm for extra
control. To make it more difficult, reduce the gap
between the items and complete the course moving
faster.
After you've had lots of practice runs, add a goal at the
end of the slalom course to practice striking. To help
you shoot accurately to the goal, stand sideways on to
the target and swing the racket back to front. Make the
goal smaller/further away for an added challenge.

Ball Balance - Using a racket, bat, book or an
upturned frying pan and a soft ball (or rolled up pair of
socks/balloon), can you move around slowly while
keeping the ball balanced on the racket? Don't worry if
the ball falls to the floor, just focus on keeping the
racket steady and your grip strong. Set out a slalom
course using objects in your house and try to walk
around them while balancing the ball. For an added
challenge, try doing keep ups while completing the
course.
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From 23rd February to 24th March,
every minute of exercise you complete
goes towards the SLSSP Quad Cup -
Activity Tracker Challenge! Click this
link for more information and details
on how to track your exercise! 

http://learningsouthleicestershiressp.org.uk/the-quad-cup/

